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On the surface, Jenna Landsen has it all… She’s smart, beautiful, confident, and married to Camden
Landsen, who happens to be drop dead sexy and just as successful. But after five long years, all the success
in the world hasn’t brought the romantic spark back into her marriage. Jenna fears it never will. When life
gives you lemons, open a bakery and name it Vi’s… Violet Streiff made the exact mistake her mother
warned against—she fell in love with Liam Coffman, a charming finance major. When he left her
heartbroken to further his career, Violet drowned her sorrows by opening a bakery, and now relies on Bob,
her eighteen-pound cat, for warmth at night instead of a sexy man. To find love, sometimes you first have to
discover yourself… When Jenna’s job offers an extended trip to New York, she packs her bags and takes a
two-month vacation from life. The chance of her marriage surviving looks grim, until the surprise of a
lifetime throws a wrench in her plans to stay in the Big Apple for good. You can bend the rules—but sooner
or later they’ll break… When Violet meets a gloomy but totally drool-worthy guy named Camden in her
shop, she’s sure her luck has changed. There’s no denying the chemistry, but he’s married, and that’s a major
problem. Violet isn’t a homewrecker. Still, staying away from Camden proves nearly impossible. That is,
until his wife comes home. Two women. Two men. Double the chance to find love in the most unexpected
places—or double the chance for disaster.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Bell:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to take a
stroll, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book titled Without You?
Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with the favorite's book,
you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have some other opinion?

Alejandro Jones:

The book Without You make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your capable
considerably more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting tension or having big
problem using your subject. If you can make reading a book Without You being your habit, you can get
considerably more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about a number of
or all subjects. You could know everything if you like available and read a e-book Without You. Kinds of
book are several. It means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about
this reserve?

Walter Feuerstein:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they are still students or this for all people
in the world, the particular best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that query above. Every
person has different personality and hobby per other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't want do that. You must know how great and also important the book Without You. All type of book
could you see on many resources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Lewis Shafer:

Can you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Attempt to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its protect may doesn't
work the following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the
outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer can be Without You why because the great cover that make you
consider with regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content will be fantastic
as the outside as well as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.
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